
 

 

Bennington Oral Health Coalition 

The BOHC is a grassroots, community-led 
initiative to improve oral health in 

Bennington, VT. 

SVC nursing students will be working with the Coalition over the coming months on a variety of 

projects, including presenting oral health education information to schools, daycares, and other 

groups in the community. The BOHC is looking forward to working with these high-achieving 

students. Check out our future newsletters for updates.  
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SVC Nursing Students to Work with Coalition 

The BOHC: Excited to be a 

Formal GBICS Program 

 

Champion of the Month 

‘In November, the BOHC and Greater Bennington Interfaith Community 

Services (GBICS) voted to come together under one entity. "I think we 

have the potential to work more closely with the coalition," said Sue 

Andrews, executive director of GBICS. "We're working on improving 

and the idea that we can do it collaboratively. You take something like 

oral health or obesity and the best approach is one where you target it 

from multiple sectors in multiple ways and you coordinate the efforts -- in 

public health that's the standard of excellence. Work with partners to do 

the cross sector collaboration that so important to figuring things out. 

People respond best when they're hearing the same message from 

multiple partners and sectors.” 

The coalition's mission won't change under this partnership. Members 

will continue to work in schools, with Head Start programs and fluoride 

advocates. For 2017, the coalition hopes to include oral health 

information in the Southwestern Vermont Supervisory Union curriculum, 

include screening options for high school students and expand the 

brushing program.’ 

--From a 1/11 Bennington Banner article, written by Makayla McGeeney, 

found here: http://www.benningtonbanner.com/stories/oral-health-coalition-

partnering-with-interfaith-group,494668 

 

 

 

Charlie Gingo 
 

Articulate, thoughtful, caring, and 
dedicated. These words describe Charlie 
Gingo, an important member of the Oral 

Health Coalition. Whether presenting to the 
Select Board or chatting with a community 
member, Charlie shows everyone genuine 
respect. The BOHC is very lucky to have 
someone with Charlie’s experience and 

sincerity championing the cause of 

improved oral health in our area. 

 

 

http://www.benningtonbanner.com/stories/oral-health-coalition-partnering-with-interfaith-group,494668
http://www.benningtonbanner.com/stories/oral-health-coalition-partnering-with-interfaith-group,494668
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Interviews have been underway for the past two weeks to find an additional Tooth 

Tutor/Case Manager for Mount Anthony Union Middle School. The new hiree will 

assist the current Tooth Tutor, Kendra Stratton, in connecting children with dental 
care, providing in-class education, and communicating with parents regarding their 

children’s oral health. While Kendra is doing a fantastic job and making great strides 

already, the BOHC is excited to see what will be accomplished in the coming year 

with two “tooth experts” in the school. A big shoutout to MAUMS Principal Tim 

Payne for seeing the need and taking action! 

This is a question we frequently hear while giving presentations to 
classrooms. The answer is an emphatic “YES”! The ADA estimates that the use 

of mouth guards just in high school and college football has prevented an 

average of 200,000 injuries per year. Now imagine the impact across all ages 

and sports-- that’s a lot of prevented pain! So a better question would be: is it 
worth it to not wear a mouth guard? 

Additional Dental Support at MAUMS 

“Is it worth it to wear a mouth guard?” 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Turn Your Trash into Cash! 

Bennington Elementary Project 
Last month’s newsletter mentioned a Bennington 

Elementary initiative to collect dental hygiene trash 
(toothpaste tubes and boxes, old toothbrushes, 

empty floss containers). These products, as part of a 

TerraCycle program, can be turned in for cold hard 
cash for the school. The response to this little blip in 

the newsletter was great!  

Want to help? Start collecting the above-mentioned items, and feel free to drop them 
off at 601 Main Street. Ask for Rory, and your donations will make their way to 

Bennington Elementary and will benefit the school. Find out more by looking at this:  

http://www.terracycle.com/en-US/brigades/colgate#how-it-works. 
 

http://www.terracycle.com/en-US/brigades/colgate%23how-it-works
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Ongoing Projects 
 

 

 

Intrigued by these projects? Find out how you can get involved! 
 

 

 

Take a look at some of our current initiatives 

Education 
- School presentations 

o Varied curriculum, can include basic oral hygiene review, special topics, 
experiments, artwork, and essay contests 

- Daily Tooth Brushing Program 
o 12 classrooms currently participating in the community, with more to come. 

- Support educational mission of MAUMS/Bennington Elementary Schools Tooth Tutors 

- Will begin working with SVSU in early 2017 to include oral health information (that aligns 
with New National Health Standards) in the curriculum 

- Finalization of step-by-step curriculum for new volunteers to teach in classrooms. 

MAUMS 
- Bolster Tooth Tutor efforts in reaching students in need; assist with screenings 

- Complete assistance with interviews to identify new Tooth Tutor/Case Manager to be 
hired soon 

MAUHS 
- Explore screening options for next year, as well as the possibility of new Tooth Tutor hire 

splitting time between MAUMS and MAUHS 

Community 
- Continue open communication with Oral Health Commission 
- Continue to promote Community Water Fluoridation as a beneficial public health measure 

to improve oral health outcomes 
- Maintain current list of dentists accepting new patients and/or Medicaid 
- Recruit and train volunteers and Oral Health Champions, and to connect with like-minded 

organizations 
- Work with SVC nursing students with community and classroom presentations, curriculum 

development, and community engagement. 
- Maintain active facebook presence 

- Revamp BOHC website (coming soon!) 
 

 
  

Contact Rory Price at healthyteeth05201@gmail.com or 802-447-3700 ext. 3 

BOHC 

Success 

Story of 

the Month 

We are happy to report students from Mrs. Flynn's third grade class are 
continuing to be enthusiastic about the dental program.  Students have been 
brushing their teeth everyday after breakfast.  Students have also been 
recycling all of their old toothbrushes and toothpaste tubes and sending 
them to Terra Cycle. 

Best Regards, 
Mrs. Flynn 

Third Grade Instructor 
Bennington Elementary 

 


